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Abstract. Compilers typically treat source-level and instruction-level issues as
independent phases of compilation so that much of the information that might
be available to source-level systems of transformations about the semantics
of the high-level language and its implementation, as well as the algorithm
in some cases, is generally \lost in the translation", making it unavailable to
instruction-level systems of transformations. While this separation of concerns
reduces the complexity of the compiler and facilitates porting the compiler to
di erent source/target combinations, it also forces the costly recomputation at
the instruction-level of much of the information that was already available to
the higher level, and in many cases introduces spurious dependencies that can
not be eliminated by instruction-level analysis alone.
In this paper we present a simple mechanism for retaining algorithm and source
language semantics information for use in instruction-level disambiguation, while
retaining the ease of porting the compiler to di erent source/target combinations, and without noticeably increasing the complexity of the compiler. Simulation results show that our mechanism provides a signi cant increase in both
performance, resulting from more accurate higher level data dependence information, and eciency, as instruction-level dependence analysis no longer needs
to recompute information that was already available at the higher level.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present a mechanism for using algorithm-level and source-level (highlevel language) semantics informationto simplifyand improve memory reference disambiguation (anti-aliasing) at the instruction-level, thus enabling improved instructionlevel parallelization by removing spurious data dependencies[3]. This mechanism is
motivated by the observation that ambiguities that constrain instruction-level parallelization often result, in practice, from the loss of important semantics information
when translating a program from higher to lower levels of abstraction: when the programmer translates an abstract algorithm into high-level source code, any information
about algorithm-level semantics that can not be expressed directly in the source language are typically lost, and then, when the compiler \front-end" translates the source
code into an instruction level (e.g. 3-addr[1]) intermediate representation, there is usually further loss of algorithm-level, as well as source-level semantics information that
can not be expressed directly within the instruction-level representation. For instance,
algorithm level semantics may imply that two di erent pointer variables always refer to
disjoint memory spaces; the de nition of a source language may state that separately
de ned arrays within the same scope use disjoint pieces of memory; a particular source
?
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language implementation may imply that di erent kinds of variables are allocated on
the heap, while others are allocated on the stack; and a programmer may specify that
variables of certain data types may never share memory with variables of certain other
data types, even though the source language itself allows for it. While in principle
these kinds of higher level semantics information could be passed through from higher
to lower levels, in practice, very little, if any, of this kind of information is available for
use in instruction level disambiguation. In fact, the typical approach to compilation is
to completely separate front-end (algorithm-/source-level) and back-end (instructionlevel) issues in order to manage the complexity of the compilation problem and to
facilitate the porting of the compiler to di erent source/target combinations. The unfortunate consequence of such a complete separation is that all memory references at
the instruction level that represent accesses to variables speci ed in the source, as well
as those introduced by the compiler for temporaries, spill code, and passing parameters on the stack become potentially ambiguous at the instruction level. Thus the
instruction-level parallelization engine is forced to make overly conservative assumptions regarding memory reference interdependencies or must resort to potentially very
expensive analysis techniques to determine these interdependencies | a redundant
and inherently incomplete exercise since in many cases we are at best re-computing
dependencies that were already known at the higher level, and at worst we are forced to
make overly conservative decisions anyway as some information can not be determined
via instruction-level analysis, but still might have been available at the algorithm or
source level.
For example, consider a typical 3-addr representation for a LOAD, \(LOAD $r1 $r2
1234)", which copies into register r1 the value stored at the memory location addressed
by the sum of the contents of register r2 and the constant 1234. Without considering
the context in which this LOAD exists we must assume that it could access any location in memory, since r2 might contain any value. Instruction-level disambiguation
techniques typically attempt to remove this ambiguity by deriving symbolic expressions
(e.g. by folding up along def-use chains leading from r2) that represent the possible
locations that each LOAD or STORE might access, usually as a function of one or
more irreducible variables (e.g. loop induction variables, indirections through memory,
or program inputs), and then estimating solutions to systems of these equations in order to determine whether memory accesses sometimes, always, or never interfere with
one another. More sophisticated symbolic analysis techniques like [8] might then be
applied to further re ne disambiguation. Techniques based on symbolic analysis can
be fairly accurate when dealing with memory references whose access expressions are
expressed in terms of the same unknowns, or can be reduced to unknowns with a known
relationship (e.g. for references to di erent parts of the same array); however, when the
expressions are too complicated for the particular technique or are expressed in terms
of di erent unknowns with complex relationships, the instruction level disambiguator
must conservatively assume that the references con ict. Whether the instruction-level
disambiguator correctly determines the dependence or not, the time spent trying to
disambiguate the reference is completely wasted if the dependence had been known at
the algorithm or source level; if in addition, the disambiguator conservatively reported
a con ict when none actually existed at the higher level, then the degree of parallelism,
as well as the eciency of parallelization, are unnecessarily, and sometimes severely,
diminished.
While the need for using algorithm-level and/or source-level semantics information
for coarse grain transformations and parallelization at the source level has been well

established [14, 23, 2, 12, 11, 9], little attention has focused on retaining higher level
semantics for use in instruction-level transformations and parallelization. For instance,
source-level dependence analysis and programmer assertions regarding pointer interdependencies are commonly used to increase the degree of coarse-grain parallelism by
enabling various loop transformations like loop interchange and strip mining [23]; however, by the time source-level data structures have been mapped to memory locations
and source-level references have been converted to sequences of machine instructions
for accessing that memory, the correspondence between the actual memory LOAD and
STORE operations and the source-level references that they represent, as well as the
dependence information that related the di erent source-level references is lost.
Our goal in this paper is to provide a mechanism for retaining high-level semantics
for use in instruction level parallelization that both improves and simpli es memory reference disambiguation, without noticeably increasing the complexity of compilation or
sacri cing the ease of porting the compiler to di erent source/target combinations. The
mechanism we propose is based on de ning a hierarchical decomposition of the address
space of the program wherein all instruction level memory references (e.g. LOADs and
STOREs) are associated with one or more objects in the hierarchy. References associated with disjoint objects in the hierarchy are considered independent (and references
to di erent parts of the same object may still be determined to be independent via
traditional disambiguation techniques). The hierarchical decomposition is de ned by
explicit and implicit assertions that embody higher level semantics: algorithm-level semantics, as explicitly speci ed by an analysis tool or a programmer, and source-level
semantics, as speci ed implicitly by the de nition of the source language and its implementation in a particular context, and explicitly by certain restrictions on the use of
the language enforced by the programmer (including those that represent algorithmlevel semantics). For example, one approach to creating the hierarchy that has worked
for us when using C as the source language is to begin with default assertions provided
by the compiler writer about the semantics of C and its implementation by a particular
compiler (e.g., GCC), and then to re ne the hierarchy using assertions about programmer enforced restrictions on the use of C and algorithm level semantics provided by an
applications programmer and/or high-level analysis tool.2 These assertions are made
initially about each source-level alias, which may be an actual source-code variable or a
temporary introduced by the compiler, and then are inherited by any instruction-level
memory references generated to access the aliased data object.
For example, Figure 1 shows how a semantics retention hierarchy might be used to
parallelize a piece of C code at the instruction level for an idealized VLIW architecture
with 3 homogeneous, unicycle functional units. In this example, the arrays A, B, and C
are auto variables and are therefore allocated on the stack and N is a pointer into heap
memory. The 3-addr statements labelled 1-4 are the instruction-level representation
of the rst line of C code in the body of the loop, 5-8 represent the second line, and
9-10 represent the last line (loop control code is omitted here for conciseness). The
semantics hierarchy shown was initially created based on assertions about the sourcecode that represent the abovementioned facts: A, B, and C are variables allocated on
the stack, and whatever N points to is allocated on the heap. The 3-addr statement
2
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Fig. 1. Using a simple semantics retention hierarchy.
5 inherits the associations of N, statements 6 and 8 inherit those of A, statements 2
and 4 inherit those of B, and statements 1 and 10 inherit those of C. Ignoring the
facts represented by the semantics hierarchy, the LOAD on line 5 must be assumed to
con ict with all STOREs, and the STORE on line 8 must be assumed to con ict with
all STOREs and LOADs.3 The best schedule that can be obtained for the target architecture given these ambiguities, labelled \Schedule without" in the gure, is twice as
long as the schedule achieved (\Schedule with") when the scheduler is able to examine
the semantics hierarchy for con icts.
Note that our use of assertions di ers signi cantly from the typical \statementbased" approach in which assertions describe explicit dependence relations (especially
independence) between individual source-level statements or variables.4 Statementbased assertions have two main drawbacks. The rst is the interspersing of numerous, point-speci c assertions throughout the program, often resulting in sloppy and
potentially error-prone code. The second is that, whether at the source-level or the
instruction-level, the point-speci c dependence information described by statementbased assertions generally needs to be updated when the code is changed by optimizing
and parallelizing program transformations. One of the main advantages of our approach
is that, rather than provide \point-speci c" assertions that describe dependencies between individual statements or variables, our assertions describe, at a high level, how a
program's data is structured, without any reference to the speci c statements used to
create, modify, or access this structure. Thus, our assertions are valid across most code
optimizations and transformations (i.e., as long as the semantics of the data structures
remain the same), without the costly overhead of updating asserted dependencies in
response to changes in the code.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 relates our work to
other techniques that, to one extent or another, make use of higher level semantics
during instruction-level parallelization. In Section 3 we describe our simple semantics
retention mechanism that could easily be integrated into most compilers and we illusNote that better symbolic analysis will not help | the problem is not with , but rather is
related to not knowing the values of N or N->row.
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trate the importance of using semantics retention in instruction level parallelization,
not only to increase the degree of parallelism but also to decrease the overall cost of
disambiguation. Finally in Section 4 we provide a brief outline of how semantics retention is integrated within a parallelizing compiler being developed at UCI and provide
some results indicating its e ectiveness.

2 Related Work

Compilers have generally taken one of three approaches when attacking the problem
of memory reference disambiguation at the instruction-level. The most obvious (and
conservative) approach is for the compiler to do nothing and simply assume that all
memory references potentially con ict. The compiler may disambiguate a few simple
references by checking for some special cases (e.g. a load of SP + 4 followed by a store
into SP + 8), but applies no general technique of memory disambiguation. The gcc
compiler falls into this category, which is unfortunate given its wide use both as a C
compiler and as a back-end for other high-level languages. For instance, the GNAT
project, which developed an Ada 9x compiler using gcc's back-end is both an excellent
motivator and candidate for semantics retention as proposed here, given its use of gcc
as a back-end while the front-end is dealing with Ada 9x, a language with a stricter
type system, parameter speci cations, and pure functions.
A second approach is for the compiler to make all source-level information directly
available at the instruction-level. In particular, the data structures created by the
compiler during parsing and source-level analysis|which maintain, for example, defuse and alias information|are accessible from the instruction-level. This is typically
done by having each instruction point back to the statement from which it originated,
thereby providing access to the relevant source-level information. The advantage of
course is that the instruction-level now has access to more accurate program information, thus enabling more accurate memory disambiguation. However, the disadvantages
are two-fold: (1) the separation of concerns between the front-end and back-end of the
compiler has been severely compromised, and (2) code movement at the instructionlevel may force the costly recomputation of information at the source-level. For example, sophisticated techniques are available for computing alias information in the
presence of pointers [16, 6]. Collecting such alias information can be expensive, and
the resulting information is program-point speci c. Yet the movement of a single instruction may alter not only its alias information but also that of other instructions,
thereby requiring alias recomputation.
The third and last approach is the one taken by most optimizing compilers. In this
case the compiler performs at least some intraprocedural disambiguation analysis at the
instruction-level, but algorithm and source-level dependence information, if present, is
discarded during the translation from source-level to instruction-level. The advantage
of this approach is that the back-end is fairly easy to build and maintain due to its total
separation from the front-end, but also retains some ability to perform memory disambiguation. The disadvantage is that the back-end may be repeating analysis previously
performed at a higher level. Worse, some information simply cannot be deduced at the
instruction level (or at least is too expensive to compute), such as information about
types, parameters, and the algorithm.
Our approach attempts to retain the three separate advantages of each of the abovementioned approaches | namely eciency, separation of concerns, and retention of
source-level (and algorithm level) information for increased accuracy | without incurring the disadvantages of any. We achieve this by allowing the front-end to com-

municate higher level, memory reference information to the back-end by associating
each reference with a portion of a hierarchical decomposition of the program's address
space. This information is not program-point speci c, can be eciently tested to detect potential memory con icts, and is suciently concise and high-level to ensure a
reasonable separation of concerns during compiler development. The information being communicated is similar in spirit to that collected by Emami et. al. [6] (and later
extended by [7]), which is used to build a memory hierarchy based on pointers into
the STACK and HEAP. Our approach however is not program-point speci c, and goes
a step further in supporting a general framework for all memory references, scalars
and pointers alike. A language-based approach of similar vein was also proposed by
Lucassen in [17], however, in this case the hierarchy is completely user-de ned and at
the granularity of entire data structures.

3 Semantics Retention

Semantics retention refers to retaining semantics from higher to lower levels of program abstraction. From the highest level of abstraction, the algorithm-level, we would
think of retaining that information that is either known or can be inferred from the
algorithm, but that can not typically be expressed directly in the next lower level of
abstraction, the source-level. For instance, in C there is no way to specify that two
pointer variables always refer to disjoint pieces of memory, however, this fact may be
obvious, or determinable via sophisticated analysis engines, at the algorithm-level. Similarly, from the source-level of abstraction, we would think of retaining information at
the instruction-level that is known or can be inferred about the source language, from
its de nition, from its implementation, or even from programmer enforced restrictions
on its use (including those restrictions that represent algorithm-level semantics). For
instance, in C, auto variables are typically allocated on the stack, while static variables
and memory allocated by malloc are allocated on the heap, so any pointer that is known
to refer to the heap is known to be independent of any auto variable; however, little if
any of this information is typically expressed within the framework of an instruction
level representation of the program. For instance, with a at, unsegmented memory
space, there is no reason other than the de nition and/or implementation of the source
language to assume that stack and heap space are disjoint. Even when it is known that
the heap and stack are disjoint, instruction level representations rarely distinguish between LOADs/STOREs to the heap versus LOADs/STOREs to the stack; moreover,
even when this distinction can be inferred through analysis, doing so is redundant
(and potentially very time consuming) since the information was readily available at a
higher level of abstraction.
In this section we will describe a simple mechanism for retaining algorithm-level and
source-level semantics for use in instruction-level parallelization. This description consists of two parts. First, we will de ne the hierarchical decomposition of the program's
address space, the levels of which will ultimately be associated with the potentially
ambiguous instruction level memory references of the program, allowing for many of
the ambiguities to be resolved based on the properties of the hierarchical decomposition, without the potentially very expensive analysis that might otherwise be required.
Then, we will describe how algorithm-level and source-level semantics are used to guide
the decomposition and to bind memory references to the objects in the decomposition.

3.1 Hierarchical Decomposition: De nition

The semantics retention mechanism is based on a hierarchical decomposition of the
program's address space in which successively lower layers in the hierarchy represent a

more and more re ned partitioning of the program's address space. Within this framework, references to data objects that were known to be independent at the algorithmlevel or source-level are associated with disjoint objects within the hierarchy. Given this
information it is often possible to disambiguate instruction-level LOADs and STOREs
simply by examining their associated objects within the hierarchical decomposition
| when the objects are disjoint, the references are known to be independent. Thus,
the hierarchy allows the instruction-level to bene t from much of the same sorts of
dependence information that is often available to source-level systems of transformations, and vastly decreases the overall cost of disambiguation by allowing powerful,
but often expensive, instruction-level analysis techniques to be employed only when
strictly necessary (i.e. for references to possibly di erent parts of the same object).
More formally, a hierarchical decomposition of the address space of a program is a
tree of nodes, wherein each node n is associated with a set Sn having the following
properties:

{ Si  Sn for each successor i of n
{ reference a 2 Sn ) b 2 Sn 8 b s.t. space(a) T space(b) 6= ;.
{ if n is the root of the tree, then reference a 2 Sn 8 a.
where a reference is either an explicit reference for a variable declared in the source or
for a temporary introduced by the compiler, and space(a) is the set of all addresses
that a might access. Note that for any reference a, space(a) never actually needs to
be known, but rather, only whether or not it might intersect with space(b) for some
other reference b, which can always be answered conservatively in the armative, but
in most cases can be answered far more precisely according to the available algorithmlevel and source-level semantics.
Figure 1 shows an example decomposition for a piece of code. Notice that since
membership at a leaf node implies membership at all nodes leading back from the leaf
to the root of the hierarchy, we only show the Sleaf sets associated with each leaf
node leaf.
It follows directly from the de nition of the hierarchical decomposition that for any
two memory references, a and b, a is independent of b if there exists a node n in the
hierarchy such that a 2 Sn and b 62 Sn . In other words, even though a and b may refer
to the same object higher in the hierarchy, at a suciently low level, the references
are to disjoint objects in the hierarchy. It remains now to show how such a hierarchy
can be constructed that embodies a useful amount of algorithm-level and source-level
semantics of the program.

3.2 Hierarchical Decomposition: Instantiation

Any technique that satis es the de nition of the hierarchical decomposition as de ned
above can be used to decompose the address space. In this section we will describe one
such technique that begins with a general structuring of the hierarchy that embodies
the semantics of the C language as implemented within the GCC compiler, plus a few
common restrictions on the usage of C that a programmer would likely adhere to,5
and then ends with a discussion of how a high level dependence analysis tool is used
to re ne this hierarchy to include algorithm-level semantics speci c to a particular
program.
5
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Ultimately we want the hierarchical decomposition to associate instruction level
memory references with di erent objects in the hierarchy, based on source-level assertions about algorithm-level and source-level semantics; however, at the source-level,
instruction-level memory references are not yet known. To get around this apparent
contradiction, we divide the creation of the hierarchy into two phases. During the
rst phase, the hierarchy is built in its entirety based on source-level assertions about
source-level aliases and the data objects they represent, and then in the second phase,
while generating the instruction-level representation of the program, each memory reference created to access the data aliased by the source-level alias x is simply added
to each level in the hierarchy that x belongs to (i.e. the memory reference inherits the
associations of x). For the purposes of this paper we de ne an alias to be any sourcelevel variable, temporary introduced by the compiler, or a component of an aggregate
variable (e.g. a eld of a struct in C).
The rst phase of decomposition proceeds as follows. We start with a trivial hierarchy consisting only of a root node containing all source-level aliases (i.e. all aliases in the
program are contained within Sroot ). Then, using a simple assertion mechanism we
re ne this initial hierarchy by adding new nodes and/or new aliases to existing nodes
to represent newly acquired higher level semantics information about the program.
These assertions take the form: assert( alias, path ) where alias is a source-level
alias and path has the form: /node1 /node2 /. . ./nodem , m  1 and represents a
path of nodes from the root, denoted \/", to the node nodem . The function of assert
is to traverse the hierarchy, following in order the nodes on path while adding alias
to each node visited; when visiting nodei , if nodei+1 is not a successor of nodei ,
then nodei+1 is created and made a successor of nodei. In this fashion, a single
assert can completely specify one way in which an alias ts within the hierarchy.
The entities making the assertions, such as a compiler writer, application programmer,
and/or high-level dependence-analysis tool would be responsible for ensuring that the
resulting hierarchical decomposition is correct with respect to the de nition given in
Section 3.1.
One approach to creating the hierarchy that has worked for us when using C as the
source language6 is to begin with default assertions provided by a compiler writer about
the semantics of C and its implementation by a particular compiler (e.g. GCC), and
then to re ne the hierarchy using assertions about programmer enforced restrictions
on the use of C and algorithm-level semantics provided by an application programmer
and/or high-level analysis tool.
Figure 2 shows a basic structure for the semantics hierarchy based on a few trivial
but fundamental facts about the C language as implemented by GCC (the other information in the gure will be described shortly) . The rst layer in the hierarchy, which
distinguishes between HEAP and STACK variables, is based on the facts that each
data object is allocated on either the stack or the heap, and that auto variables are
always allocated on the stack while static variables and memory returned by malloc
are always allocated on the heap. The next layer in the hierarchy, which distinguishes
between objects of di erent types, is based on the fact that a variable of type \pointer
to T" will indeed usually be required to point only to objects of type T.7 Note that unless the application programmer is known to follow this rule strictly, then no assertion
C is merely used to provide a concrete example | any high-level language would be equally
amenable to semantics retention along the lines described here.
7
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is made about any particular pointer variable, i.e. the semantics of the source language
alone can only imply that all pointers are associated with all nodes in the hierarchy;
however, as we will see shortly, the programmer and/or a dependence analysis tool will
usually be able to make speci c assertions about individual pointer variables, or collections of pointer variables, that do follow this rule (or even more precise restrictions)
so that those pointer variables will be associated only with paths for which the appropriate \type" node is present. Below we will show examples of using this simple \type"
assertion, as well as other, more algorithm speci c assertions to create a hierarchy that
greatly improves disambiguation of pointer references at the instruction level.
While the rst two levels in the hierarchy represent partitions that can be made for
virtually all C programs, the next level in the hierarchy, which shows a di erent node
for each variable, represents the rst level that is program speci c. The partitioning
at this level is based on the fact that di erent variables in C do not share memory
with one another. In fact, the existence of this level highlights one of the main problems with the conventional approach of completely separating front-end from back-end
issues in compilation. At the instruction level, every LOAD and STORE is potentially ambiguous since there is typically no way to know a priori what it is used for.
The conventional approach for dealing with this is to try to determine interdependencies between LOADs and STORE's (and other memory references for non-RISC
targets) via analytical (symbolic) disambiguation techniques. Due to imperfections in
these techniques and/or cost vs. performance trade-o s used to arti cially constrain
the amount of work done, many LOADs and STOREs that would be clearly independent if looked at in the context of the high-level references that they represent (e.g.
LOADs and STOREs to di erent data structures), may be conservatively determined
to be dependent by conventional instruction-level disambiguation techniques. Even for
those dependencies that conventional analysis techniques correctly determine, the time
taken to do so is completely wasted when considered in relation to the fact that most
of these dependencies were already known at the higher level.
The example shown in Figure 2 illustrates how even this simple base structure for
the hierarchy can by itself eliminate many potential ambiguities and much of the cost
of disambiguation at the instruction level. The assert's shown create a hierarchical
decomposition that represents the facts that node and ctrl each point to objects of
di erent types and furthermore that cnt, data, and next are disjoint parts of *node
(i.e. the object pointed to by node) and vec is a eld of *ctrl. These assertions
can be made manually by the programmer or automatically by the compiler if the
programmer is known to follow the rule that all pointers are to objects of the correct
type,8 then, when translating to the instruction-level representation, 3-addr statements
1 and 3 inherit the associations of cnt, 4 inherits those of data, 5 and 7 inherit those
of vec, and 8 inherits those of next. For the sake of simplicity we again assume
an idealized 3-wide VLIW target architecture with homogeneous, unicycle functional
units. If the compiler does not exploit the facts represented by the semantics hierarchy,
then the compiler must make the conservative assumption that the pointers node and
ctrl could point anywhere in memory and therefore that the LOAD represented by
the 3-addr statement 5 must be conservatively assumed to depend on the STORE
in statement 3. In this case, the best schedule that can be obtained for the selected
target architecture, shown under the \Schedule without" heading in the gure, takes
6 cycles. If on the other hand, the compiler exploits the properties of the hierarchical
decomposition, then the 3-cycle schedule, shown under the \Schedule with" heading,
8
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1: cnt = M[node+cntoffset]
2: cnt = cnt + 1
node->cnt ++;
ctrl->vec[i] += node->data[j]; 3: M[node+cntoffset] = cnt
4: d = M[node+datajoffset]
node = node->next;
5: c = M[ctrl+vecioffset]
}
6: d = d + c
7: M[ctrl+vecioffset] = d
8: node = M[node+nextoffset]
Schedule without
while (node != NULL) {

Semantics Retention

assert( node, /STACK/struct-type1*/node )
assert( *node, /HEAP/struct-type1/*node )
assert( *node.cnt, /HEAP/struct-type1/*node/cnt )
assert( *node.data, /HEAP/struct-type1/*node/data )
assert( *node.next, /HEAP/struct-type1/*node/next )
assert( ctrl, /STACK/struct-type2*/ctrl )
assert( *ctrl, /HEAP/struct-type2/*ctrl )
assert( *ctrl.vec, /HEAP/struct-type2/*ctrl/vec )
assert( i, /STACK/int/i )
assert( j, /STACK/int/i )

1;4
2
3;8
5
6
7
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Fig. 2. Eliminating ambiguities.
can be achieved. In this case, the hierarchy indicates that node and ctrl can not
possibly point to the same object and therefore statement 5 could be scheduled in
parallel with statement 1. In addition, the hierarchy also implies that statement 4
is independent of statement 3. While this fact might be determinable via analytical
instruction-level disambiguation techniques (and in fact, notice that we did assume
that the references were correctly disambiguated for the \No Semantics Retention"
schedule), the hierarchy obviates the need for performing such analysis for these two
references; at the very least this represents improved compilation time eciency and
in cases where the analysis would fail to disambiguate the references, it would often
yield improved parallelization as well. For instance, if the range of possible values for
, the variable used to index node->data, is unknown at the instruction level, and the
compiler lays out data so that cnt follows data, then any purely analytical instructionlevel disambiguation technique would still have to assume that statement 4 depends on
statement 3 since, in this case, there is no way to distinguish between the end of data
and the beginning of cnt, even though at the source-level the references are clearly
independent according the semantics of the source language.
The above example shows how simply retaining some trivial semantics information
about the C language can signi cantly improve instruction-level parallelization. The
above example also shows that this is insucient to yield maximum parallelism |
if, as it seems, the \while" loop traverses an acyclic linked list of nodes, it should
be possible to pipeline the loop so that successive iterations are executed in parallel;
however, without some algorithm-level semantics information about what the loop is
doing, the memory references to node from successive iterations are conservatively

assumed to be ambiguous and thus a loop carried dependence would exist between
statements 3 and 1 that would prevent loop pipelining from increasing the degree of
parallelism within the loop.
While we have shown how to eliminate many of the ambiguities introduced when
translating from a source-level to an instruction-level representation, we have yet to
deal with the semantics loss that occurs when translating from the algorithm-level to
the source-level (and from there to the instruction-level). Below we show how sourcelevel dependence analysis can further re ne the hierarchical decomposition to retain
much of the important algorithm-level semantics that would otherwise be lost.

Algorithmic Semantic Retention { (Complex) Data Structures The optimization of programs involving dynamic, pointer-based data structures poses a dicult
problem for compilers. The compiler needs both an accurate dependence test and information about the properties of the data structure. For example, the iterations of
the loop shown in Figure 2 are provably independent if the compiler knows that next
is acyclic. At the very least, analysis must be done at the source-level if there is any
hope of discovering this information about the data structure. Given the very limited
success of current fully automatic analysis techniques, it has been proposed that the
user should provide much of the algorithmic information to the compiler. One such approach is the ADDS language [11] for abstractly describing data structures. ADDS
allows the programmer to provide algorithm-level information about data structures
in a structured, concise manner, in a way that will not signi cantly increase the complexity of the coding task as it only requires the programmer to make explicit those
properties of the data structure that should be obvious to anyone who understands the
algorithm. This information can easily be integrated into the approach proposed here
by using it to further re ne the program's memory reference hierarchy.

typedef struct llnode [N] f
int cnt;
oat data[100];
struct llnode *next forward along N;
g list;

(a) Supplying the property of \acyclicness".

while (...) f
node{>cnt++;
ctrl{>vec[i] + = node{>data[j];
node1 = node{>next;
if (...) break;
node1{>cnt++;
ctrl{>vec[i] + = node1{>data[j];
node2 = node1{>next;
if (...) break;
node2{>cnt++;
ctrl{>vec[i] + = node2{>data[j];
node = node2{>next;

g

(b) Thus allowing more code to be exposed for
parallelization at the instruction-level.

Fig. 3. Using ADDS to provide algorithm level semantics.
Thus, in the example shown in Figure 2, the user can use ADDS to provide a

more informative type declaration, supplying the necessary properties to the compiler
| namely that of \acyclicness". The revised declaration is shown in Figure 3a: the
keyword forward conveys the fact that the next eld is traversing the speci ed dimension N in an acyclic manner. Analysis of the loop would then reveal that the iterations
are independent if for any node p, it can be shown that the path p.next+ does not lead
back to p. This is easily proven given the fact that next is acyclic. To exploit this information at the instruction-level, the compiler could, for instance, unroll the loop from

Figure 2 a few iterations at the source-level to expose more operations to be scheduled
in parallel at the instruction-level.9 This is what is shown in Figure 3b. In this case,
each version of node from successive iterations is assigned a new compiler-generated
variable, nodei , while the other, loop invariant, variables ctrl,10 i, and j, remain
the same across all iterations. The compiler would then encode the fact, derived from
the ADDS declaration, that each nodei is independent of the others, by generating
new assert's that have the cumulative e ect of creating new copies of the sub-trees
rooted at node and *node for each nodei version. Given this new re nement to the
hierarchy, the degree of parallelism available to the instruction level scheduler is now
limited only by the length of the linked list and the rate at which the next elds can
be traversed.
One of the advantages of dynamic data structures is their ability to be composed in
complex ways, allowing more complicated relationships to be expressed. The challenge
of course is for the compiler to perform accurate analysis even in the presence of such
complexities. Furthermore, as indicated by the previous example, it can be critical
for the results of this analysis to be available to all stages of compilation, not just to
systems of source-level transformations. For example, a Bipartite graph is essentially
two linked-lists, where each node contains a list of connections (pointers) to some of
the nodes in the other linked-list. This data structure simply allows nodes in one list
to be related to those in another, and since it is composed of linked-lists, the previous
analysis and semantics retention techniques should apply. The di erence now is that
the data structure is no longer a simple tree-like structure, but a DAG.
p = head;
while (p 6= NULL) f
typedef struct bgnode [N][E] f
for (i=0; i<max; i++) f
oat coe , value;
d = p{>dests[i];
struct bgnode *next forward along N;
p{>value + = p{>coe * d{>value; /* L */
struct bgnode *dests[max] forward along E;
g
g bigraph


where 8 p and i, p.next <> p.next dests[i] ; p = p{>next;
(a) ADDS declaration for the bipartite graph.

g

(b) The main computational loop.

Fig. 4. A more complex example.
Bipartite graphs are useful in real applications, as for example, in the simulation
of the propagation of electromagnetic waves through objects in 3D [4]. The graph's
linked-lists are composed of electric (E) nodes and magnetic (M) nodes. The most
important properties of this data structure are that (1) the sets of E and M nodes
are distinct, and (2) the data structure is acyclic. This is extremely dicult to deduce
automatically, and yet is known to the programmer as a consequence of the algorithm.
These properties can however be conveyed to the compiler using a combination of the
approaches discussed in [11, 13], as shown in Figure 4a. The data structure has two
dimensions, N and E, which denote traversal along the nodes and traversal along edges
to the destination nodes, respectively. These elds are acyclic, which is conveyed by the
forward keyword. The where clause supplies an axiom based on regular expressions
In practice, we tend to rely on instruction-level loop pipelining techniques to expose new
operations; however, in the interest of brevity we will focus here on source-level unrolling
| the issues involved for re ning the hierarchy at the instruction-level are essentially the
same, but require a bit more terminology to describe.
10
Recall that we already know that ctrl is independent of any value that node might have.
9

[13] to state that the sets of nodes are distinct: the set of nodes S reachable by traversing
next (0 or more times) is disjoint from the set of nodes reached by starting from those
in S and traversing along dest[i] exactly once.

Figure 4b is the main computational loop taken from the simulation program.
The outer loop updates each E (or M) node based on the values in the M (or E)
nodes to which it is connected. The outer loop iterates across the linked-list of E or M
nodes, while the inner loop performs a sum operation using the values in its destination
nodes. The inner loop is inherently sequential given the sum computation performed by
statement L. However, at rst glance there also appears to be a loop-carried dependence
across the outer loop: unless the relationship between d and p is known, it appears that
one iteration of the outer loop is writing a value (p->value) that is being read by some
later iteration (d->value).
Given that the sets of E and M nodes are disjoint, our system can prove that the
iterations of the outer loop are in fact independent. This would allow, for example,
the while loop to be parallelized at the source-level. However, there are additional
optimization opportunities at the instruction-level, which will be missed unless this
information is retained. In particular, consider the inner loop once again. Unless the
relationship between d and p is known, the load of d->value in iteration i + 1 cannot proceed until the store of p->value in iteration i is completed, thus forcing sequentiality between successive iterations of the loop. We know at the algorithm-level
however that d and p refer to disjoint sets of nodes, and thus the load of d->value
and the computation of p->coeff*d->value for iteration i + c can proceed independently of the store p->value in iteration i. The end result is an improved instruction
schedule which exploits this parallelism. The information which enables this transformation is supplied at the algorithm-level, calculated at the source-level, and easily
retained at the instruction-level via assert( *p, /HEAP/bigraph/*p ) and assert(
*d, /HEAP/bigraph/*d ).

4 Implementation and Results

This section provides a brief overview of how the semantics retention hierarchy is integrated within a retargetable ne-grain parallelizing compiler being developed at the
University of California, Irvine,11 and presents results that illustrate some of the advantages of semantics retention. This compiler is divided into a frond-end, based on
the GNU C compiler (GCC), and a retargetable back-end responsible for performing
instruction-level parallelization. GCC is responsible for translating C into an optimized
3-addr representation that becomes the input to the back-end. Higher-level semantics
are communicated to the back-end via assert statements embedded within the 3-addr
code. These assert statements may be generated by GCC itself or simply passed along
from the source-level | source-level assert's are implemented as macros that use the
GCC asm statement to pass the information along from source to the internal representations of GCC (i.e. TREE and RTX code), and nally to the 3-addr representation
which will be read by the back-end (the 3-addr representation is based on the MIPS
instruction-set).
Note that, while the selection of assert's by the front-end depends entirely on algorithm level and source-level semantics, the semantics retention hierarchy constructed
by the back-end is based entirely on the assert's themselves, without any other information about the algorithm, the source language, or the front-end itself. Thus, given
11

Details about the functionality of this compiler can be found in [19, 20, 22, 21].

this \3-addr + assert's" representation, the back-end is able to construct the semantics retention hierarchy and parallelize code at the instruction-level with fairly precise
algorithm level and source-level semantics that improve both the eciency and degree
of parallelization, without sacri cing the principal advantages of the traditional separation of front-end and back-end concerns, namely complexity management and the
ease of porting the compiler to di erent source/target combinations.
Neglecting Semantics
Retaining Semantics
bench
speedup disamb cost eciency speedup disamb cost eciency
SPARSE
1.34
0.25
5.36 4.85
0.11 44.09
EM3D
2.25
0.03 75.00 4.87
0.04 121.75
1DPP
2.18
1.46
1.49 4.35
0.43 10.12
OCTREE 3.50
0.61
5.74 6.44
0.30 21.47
CAXPY
2.39
0.11 21.73 5.90
0.05 118.00
Avg
2.33
0.49
4.74 5.28
0.19 28.40

Table 1. Neglecting vs. Retaining Higher-Level Semantics
Table 1 compares the results of compilation with and without semantics retention
for a few codes actually used in some real-world applications. EM3D is the bipartite
graph example discussed in Section 3.2 used for simulating the propagation of electromagnetic waves through objects in 3D [4]; SPARSE is code for scaling a sparse
matrix abstract data type implemented using orthogonal linked lists [15]; 1DPP is a
one-dimensional particle pusher implemented using array indirections [18]; OCTREE
traverses threads in a 3-dimensional tree representation of a scene, mapping colors
from RGB to CMY[10]; and nally, CAXPY is the linpack routine[5], implemented in
C, for multiplying a vector by a constant and adding it to another vector (the potential instruction-level ambiguity here comes from the fact that vectors (i.e., arrays) are
passed as pointers in C). The target architecture used for these results is a VLIW architecture with 32 registers and can issue two operations per cycle to any of the following
functional units: 2 ALU units (which handle integer addition, subtraction, and logical
operations), 2 SHIFT units (shift operations), 2 FALU units ( oating point addition,
subtraction), 2 MUL units (integer and oating point multiply), 1 DIV unit ( oating
point division), 2 MEM units (memory load and store), and, nally, 1 BRANCH unit
(conditional branches). All functional units are pipelined. The ALU and SHIFT units
take 3 cycles to execute an operation, the FALU and MUL units take 5 cycles, the DIV
unit takes 15 cycles, the MEM units take 4 cycles for cache reads and 1 cycle for cache
writes (cache misses stall the processor), and the BRANCH unit takes 4 cycles. These
functional unit kinds and latencies are roughly the same as those of the Motorola 88110
Superscalar.
Speedup is the ratio of sequential to parallel cycles observed during simulation, disamb(iguation) cost is the total time (in seconds) spent trying to compute dependencies
between memory accesses, and eciency is the ratio of speedup to disambiguation cost.
Notice that the speedup using semantics retention is uniformly better by more than
2.4 times on average. Similarly, even though semantics retention results in increased
code motion and parallelization, the disambiguation cost is still generally lower with
semantics retention by an average of 40%. Finally, the eciency numbers show that,
even when the disambiguation cost increases slightly as a result of semantics retention
(as for EM3D), the time spent compiling with semantics retention is consistently better
utilized, by an average eciency improvement of 416%.
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